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Abstract. In the North-East part of Macedonia, near to the peak Tatikjev Kamen, an archaeological
site with vast quantity of artifacts, dated in the Bronze Age, was discovered in 2001. For the rst
time in Republic of Macedonia (FYROM), comprehensive archaeo-astronomical analysis of this site,
providing extraordinary important results, was performed in 2002. The site contains a lot of materials
typical for a megalithic observatory, 3800 years old. Three stone markers, pointing out the places of
the sunrise on the days of the summer and winter solstice, as well as the vernal and autumn equinoxes,
were found there. Four stone markers, indicating the places of the full Moon rise above the horizon,
are recognized too. They are used in the days when the Moon has maximum or minimum declination
- two of them in the summer and two of them - in the winter. There are also two other stone markers
used for measuring the length of the lunar month in winter - when it has 29 days, and in summer when it has 30 days. These markers give clear evidences that the ancient Balkan inhabitants used the
observatory not only to monitor the movement of the Moon, but also to develop the lunar calendar
with 19-year cycle. The archaeo-astronomical analysis presents also an evidence for the existence of
one very characteristic stone marker, used for pointing out the sunrise position in a very important
ritual day. This is the day when special ceremonies related to the end of the harvest, as well as to the
ritual unication of the community leader with the God Sun, were performed. (Colour versions of the
illustrations are presented as Appendix on the site of the journal.)
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Àðõåî-àñòðîíîìè÷åñêè õàðàêòåðèñòèêè íà
àðõåîëîãè÷åñêîòî íàõîäèùå Êîêèíî
Ãüîðå Öåíåâ
Ïðåç 2001 ã. â ñåâåðî-èçòî÷íàòà ÷àñò íà Ìàêåäîíèÿ, íåäàëå÷ îò âðúõ Òàòèêåâ êàìåí, áåøå îòêðèòî
àðõåîëîãè÷åñêî íàõîäèùå ñ ìíîãî ãîëÿìî êîëè÷åñòâî àðòèôàêòè, äàòèðàíî â Áðîíçîâàòà åðà.
Ïðåç 2002 ã. çà ïúðâè ïúò â Ðåïóáëèêà Ìàêåäîíèÿ, áåøå íàïðàâåí âñåñòðàíåí àíàëèç íà òîâà
àðõåîëîãè÷åñêî íàõîäèùå, äàë ìíîæåñòâî èçâúíðåäíî âàæíè ðåçóëòàòè. Íàõîäèùåòî ñúäúðæà
ìíîæåñòâî ìàòåðèàëè, òèïè÷íè çà åäíà ìåãàëèòíà îáñåðâàòîðèÿ íà âúçðàñò 3800 ã. Ïðè èçñëåäâàíåòî áÿõà íàìåðåíè òðè êàìåííè ìàðêåðà, îòáåëÿçâàùè ìåñòàòà íà ñëúí÷åâèÿ èçãðåâ â äíèòå íà
ëÿòíîòî è çèìíîòî ñëúíöåñòîåíå, ïðîëåòíîòî è åñåííîòî ðàâíîäåíñòâèå. Áÿõà íàìåðåíè è ÷åòèðè
êàìåííè ìàðêåðà, îòáåëÿçâàùè ìåñòàòà íà èçãðåâà íà ïúëíàòà Ëóíà íàä õîðèçîíòà â äíèòå íà
ìàêñèìàëíà è ìèíèìàëíà äåêëèíàöèÿ íà Ëóíàòà - äâà çà ïðåç ëÿòîòî è äâà çà ïðåç çèìàòà. Èìà
è äâà äðóãè êàìåííè ìàðêåðè, èçïîëçâàíè çà èçìåðâàíå íà ëóííèÿ ìåñåö ïðåç çèìàòà, êîãàòî
òîé èìà 29 äíè è ïðåç ëÿòîòî, êîãàòî òîé èìà 30 äíè. Òîâà ñà ÿñíè ñâèäåòåëñòâà, ÷å äðåâíèòå
îáèòàòåëè íà Áàëêàíñêèÿ ïîëóîñòðîâ ñà èçïîëçâàëè îáñåðâàòîðèÿòà íå ñàìî çà íàáëþäàâàíå íà
ìîìåíòèòå íà ïîÿâàòà íà Ëóíàòà, íî è çà ñúçäàâàíå íà ëóíåí êàëåíäàð ñ 19 ãîäèøåí öèêúë.
Àðõåî-àñòðîíîìè÷åñêèÿò àíàëèç ïðåäñòàâÿ ñúùî òàêà ñâèäåòåëñòâî çà ñúùåñòâóâàíåòî íà ìíîãî
õàðàêòåðåí êàìåíåí ìàðêåð, èçïîëçâàí çà îòáåëÿçâàíå íà ïîçèöèÿòà íà ñëúí÷åâèÿ èçãðåâ â åäèí
ìíîãî âàæåí ðèòóàëåí äåí. Òîâà å äåíÿò íà ïðîâåæäàíåòî íà ñïåöèàëíè öåðåìîíèè, ñâúðçàíè ñ
êðàÿ íà ïðèáèðàíåòî íà ðåêîëòàòà è ñâúðçàíè ñ óíèôèêàöèÿòà ìåæäó ëèäåðà íà îáùíîñòòà è Áîãà
Ñëúíöå. Öâåòíè âåðñèè íà èëþñòðàöèèòå ñà ïðåäñòàâåíè êàòî Àïåíäèêñ íà ñàéòà íà æóðíàëà)

Introduction
In the North-East part of Macedonia, on the footpath of a mountain peak Tatikjev
Kamen, near the village of Kokino, an archaeological site from the Bronze Age was
discovered in 2001. This site has the following geographical coordinates: latitude ϕ =
Bulgarian Astronomical Journal 9, 2007, pp. 133–147
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Ôèã. 1. Kokino Megalithic Observatory

420 150 4700 and longitude λ = 210 570 3200 . In the space this site is oriented to WestEast and its dimensions are 90 m length and 50 m width (Fig. 1). The geological
analysis has shown that we are dealing with one andezite neck (indurate lava in the
volcano channels) that most probably can be dated in the youngest phase of the volcano
activities traced in the Kratovo-Zletovo area in the time of latter Pliocene (Doredevic
2003). The andezite rocks have natural disposition to crack vertically and horizontally
and to create quadrangle pillars and platforms out of the indurate lava. These natural
structures and characteristics of the andezite rocks most probably simplified the work of
the ancient inhabitants, while they carved and created this place as a sacred mountain,
but also as an ancient observatory.
All movable materials on the site are located on two scaled platforms with 19 m
elevation of difference between them. Due to their size and specific shape four stone
seats made in the rock, with North-East alignment (Fig. 2), are dominant on the lower
platform. Today they are known as thrones. In that way a person seated on one of
the thrones is turned toward the east horizon, thus among the archaeologists arose an
idea of existence of a possibility that celestial objects rise to be observed in that way
(Stankovski 2002).
For the first time in Republic of Macedonia (FYROM) comprehensive archaeoastronomical analysis of an archaeological site was performed in 2002(Cenev 2002). The
analysis confirmed that this extraordinary place contains a lot of materials typical for
one ancient observatory dated in the time of so-called megalithic culture. At the same
time, the analysis showed that places for observations of the Sun and Moon movements
are located on the lower platform, and all other markers for observation and marking
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Ôèã. 2. The thrones of Kokino

the rise of the Sun and full Moon are located on the upper platform. Some of the
stone markers were found preserved in almost their original state, but some of them
were damaged in great extension, probably as a result of the catastrophic earthquakes
happening in Macedonia every 500 years in average.

Measurements and results
While conducting archaeo-astronomical analysis of the site, the references and methodology of Professor Gerald Hawkins used during his archeao-astronomical analysis of
the famous site Stonehenge in England were utilize (Hawkins 1963). Even during the
first visit of the site specially carved markers in dominant stone block on the upper
platform were noticed (Fig. 3). For the observer located in the lower platform these
stone blocks are actually his/her East horizon, and in the past this marker marked the
place of the rise of Sun and the full Moon. Therefore, it was very natural to try to find
one central position that will provide view over all stone markers. The lower platform
of the site encloses three clearly carved places presumably used as central position for
observations of Sun and Moon movements. The first and most suggestive places are the
stone seats or the thrones, where the ancient person was sitting and observing the sky
and celestial objects. The other two places are carved in such a way that only one man
can be placed there in a standing position. The analysis made in all possible directions
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Ôèã. 3. Sunrise stone marker in the solstice day

(Fig. 4) showed that place number three is the only place from where all East horizon
markers, marking the positions of Sun and full Moon rise, can be seen.

Sun and full Moon rise markers
The main idea of the archaeo-astronomical analysis was to measure the horizontal
coordinates of all specially carved East horizon stone markers observed from the central
position of the site, then using the formula for the transformation to convert them
into the equatorial system, and calculating the declination value to reach a conclusion
concerning the nature of the celestial object, whose rise was marked on the East horizon.
For that purpose the following formula was used:
sin δ = cos A cos ϕ cos h + sin ϕ sin h

(1)

where δ is the declination of the celestial object, A is the azimuth, measured from the
Northern horizon point, h is the elevation over the horizon, and ϕ is the latitude of the
site.
These measurements were performed with assistance of geodesist Chedomir Arsovski, and the instrument used was Total Station Lica 307 with laser, that enables us
to obtain results with great precision (Cenev 2002, 2006). As an illustration of the measurements and analysis performed I shall present the following example of the marker
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Ôèã. 4. Analysis on the markers alignments

used for marking the position of the sunrise on the East horizon on the day of the
summer solstice. The measurements of the horizon coordinates of the marker have provided the following values: A = 670 560 5000 and elevation h = 110 260 4000 ” (Fig. 5). A
calculation mistake due to the refraction impact (ρ = 3.10 ) can be anticipated. Using
the given values in the above mentioned formula, we can calculate that the declination
of the celestial objects risen in the past and marked with this stone marker, has value
of δ = 23.90 . This is the declination value of the Sun on the day of the summer solstice
in 1800 BC.
Due to the precession impact the current value of the Sun declination on the day
of the summer solstice has a different value (Fig. 5). Thus, nowadays on the day of the
summer solstice, viewed from the observatory central position, the Sun over the stone
marker will rise lower and more on the left than 3800 years ago. That can be nicely
seen in the photos of the Sunrise over the stone marker taken on June 21, 2005 or on
the day of the summer solstice (Fig. 6). Calculations and documentation of the stone
markers, marking the typical Sun and full Moon rise points on the East horizon were
performed using the similar methods measurements. It was concluded that there are
the following easily recognized stone markers observed from the site central position:
three stone markers, marking the places of the East horizon Sun rise on the days of
the summer solstice, on the days of the vernal and autumn equinoxes, as well as on
the days of winter solstice (Fig. 7). The movement of the Moon on the sky is not so
simple, and the places of the East horizon full Moon rise repeat over the longer periods
of time. Nevertheless, and of course for our big surprise, the site presented us four
stone markers used by the ancient inhabitants for marking places of the full Moon rise
above the East horizon, in winter when the Moon has maximum and minimum values
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Ôèã. 5. Coordinates of the Sunrise stone marker

of the declination, as well as in the summer in days when also there are maximum and
minimum values of the declination (Fig. 8). These values are given in Table 1, where
for comparison the values of the markers of the famous Stonehenge according to the
measurements and calculations of G. Hawkins are also provided (Hawkins 1963), as
well as the theoretical values of the declination for the objects in 1800 BC.
Òàáëèöà 1. Declinations of the Sun solstices ans Moon standstills
in epochs of Stonehendge, Kokino and today
Sun summer
solstice
Sun winter
solstice
Moon winter
major standstill
Moon winter
minor standstill
Moon summer
major standstill
Moon summer
minor standstill

STONEHENGE KOKINO 2000 BC
23.9◦
23.9◦
23.9◦
−23.9◦

−23.9◦

−23.9◦

29.0◦

28.2◦

28.2◦

18.7◦

20.4◦

17.9◦

−29.0◦

−30.2◦

−30.0◦

−18.7◦

−18.6◦

−19.6◦

Sunrise over the ritual marker
The archaeo-astronomical analysis presented also an evidence for the existence of one
very characteristic stone marker used for marking the sunrise position on a very impor-
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Ôèã. 6. Sunrise phases on June 21, 2004

Ôèã. 7. Central position and visibility of all stone markers

tant ritual day dedicated to the ceremonies performed for the last day of the harvest
(Fig. 9). The analysis showed that Sun in the course of one year twice fills the aperture
of the marker: first time in the middle of May - period having no special meaning in
relation to the agriculture, and second time - at the end of July, when actually it is
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Ôèã. 8. Full Moon rise seen to the marker direction

the end of the harvest. The archaeo-astronomical analysis demonstrated that having in
view the fact that the celebration of the end of the harvest was of a very huge importance for the ancient farmers, the entire site was especially arranged for performance
of the rituals on that day. This stone marker is carved into a vertical rock in such a
way that on a ritual day it is seen completely in the aperture, providing an effect of
sunray. In the past this marker most probably was covered (Fig. 10) intensifying the
sunray effect. This sunray moves right along the right margin of the trench and falls
only on one of the thrones, where at that time the leader of the tribe was sitting. The
trench that is carved in the block of rocks is of great importance for the entire ancient
observatory. Viewed from the mountain top in the East-West direction, the left margin
of the trench is block of rocks, where a sunrise marker used in the summer solstice day
is carved, and the right margin is carved with exact width needed just one sunray from
the ritual marker to fall only on one of the thrones (Fig. 11).

Discussion
The archaeo-astronomical analysis proved that the site had the central position where
the ancient observer stood and only from that place observed the rise of Sun and full
Moon on the East horizon. Only this position offers opportunity to view all seven stone
markers used for marking the positions of Sun and full Moon rise on the East horizon.
The existence of three stone markers for marking the places of the sunrise on the days
of the summer solstice, winter solstice, as well as of the days of the vernal and autumn
equinoxes is clear evidence that the ancient sky observers were well familiar with the
movement of the Sun in the course of one tropical year. Also, the existence of four stone
markers for marking places of the full Moon rise above the horizon, two of which are for
the days, when the Moon has maximum and minimum values of the declination in the
summer and two are for the days when the Moon has maximum and minimum values of
the declination in the winter period speaks clearly that the ancient sky observers were
also familiar with the 19-year cycle, when the full Moon rises in the same phase in the
same calendar day. Thus, the existence of the markers for the places of the full Moon
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Ôèã. 9. Ritual stone marker

rise above the East horizon confirmed that this site contains all necessary characteristics
of one ancient observatory. The acquaintance with the 19-year lunar cycle leads to the
fact that in the past some very careful sky observers followed the East horizon and the
rise of the full Moon at least 2 - 3 cycles, and when they discovered that they are dealing
with periodical full Moon rise they marked those places with stone markers. In other
words, 38-57 years of careful observations of the full Moon movement were dedicated
in order to position the full Moon rising places. If we take into the consideration the
fact that at that time average life of people was around 40 years of age, it is evident
that at least two generations of dedicated sky observers (today we would called them
astronomers) stood on the central position of the site and observed the movements of
Sun and Moon.
Knowing the declination value of the Sun, when in the past it rose over the stone
marker in the day of the solstice, as well as the precession of the Earth rotation axis
we can calculate the time, when the stone marker was carved, along with the age of
the observatory. The calculations pointed out that this happened in the period of 1800
+/- 50 years BC. The presented difference is due to the small error of the measuring
instrument, but in the course of the measuring error analysis and determination of the
observatory age we must take into account the fact that people that time carved markers
according to the precision of one human eye (about 2 arcmin), as well as the fact that
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Ôèã. 10. Ritual marker in its possible shape in the past

the change of the declination of the Sun happened relatively slow. Therefore, we can
declare with high certainty that during the entire period between 1900 and 1800 BC
there were organized and systematically structured observations performed in relation
to the sky, and movements of Sun and Moon. In one archaeo- astronomical analysis
of one archaeological site beside the measurements and mathematical calculations the
archaeological confirmation of the received results is of great importance and relevance.
The archaeological excavations performed on the site in the recent years showed that
there are artifacts on the site (Fig. 12) dated in the period between 1800 and 2000 BC.
The combination of archaeo-astronomical and archeological evidences illustrates
that this site has all characteristics of an ancient observatory used around 18 century
BC or that the observatory is at least 3900 years old.
The existence of a stone marker for the sunrise place in the day, when the end of
the harvest was celebrated, points out to the fact that this site was not just an ancient
observatory, but at the same time secret place, where variety of important rituals and
ceremonies were performed. The carving the marker, trench and thrones lead us to the
fact that celebration of the end of the harvest was performed with typical solar rituals.
The illumination of the leader of the tribe sitting on one of the stone thrones with
sunray coming from the stone marker aperture, actually represents ritual unification of
the God Sun with the leader of the tribe and strong support of his power to manage the
community and also to provide guarantee for huge crop in the agriculture next year.
The confirmations that we are really dealing with the ritual linked with the celebration
of the end of the harvest are about twenty wheat hand mills discovered on the stone
marker pedestal (Fig. 13).

Kokino calendar
The development of a calendar was one of the main tasks, and of course, extraordinary
achievement - a proof for the ancient sky observer creativity. The stone markers con-
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Ôèã. 11. Sunray route

firming that the ancient astronomers were familiar with the apparent movement of the
Sun on the sky in the course of one year, as well as with the apparent movement of the
full Moon in the course of 19-year cycle at first time impose the dilemma of the type of
the calendar that was developed in this ancient observatory (Stoev and Stoeva 2003).
Was it solar, lunar, or combination of lunar and solar calendar?
This dilemma was solved at the end of 2006 and at the beginning of 2007 when it was
evidenced the existence of stone markers measuring the length of the lunar month with
29 and 30 days (Cenev 2007). On December 5, 2006, the full Moon had its maximum
declination in winter period in the 19-year cycle and its rise occurred right above the
stone marker aperture. This stone marker was discovered in the previous years (Fig.
14). In the same stone block there is clearly noticeable a stone marker with the same
shape, marking the full Moon rise exactly one lunar month later, or on January 3, 2007
(Fig. 15). The full Moon rise seen through this marker on the above mentioned day
clearly points that ancient astronomers knew about the 19-year lunar cycle of the full
Moon rise, but also knew and literally measured the length of the lunar month with 29
days during the winter period. The existence of two similar markers in the stone block,
where full Moon rise places were marked in the days of maximum declination during
the summer period also proves that the ancient inhabitants knew and measured lunar
month with length of 30 days.
In this manner it become evident that in the megalithic observatory Kokino (this
site today is recognized in the world under this name) a lunar calendar was developed,
containing 19-year cycle which encompasses certain number of lunar months with length
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Ôèã. 12. Artifacts from 19 century BC

of 29 days and certain number of lunar months with length of 30 days. The performed
analysis showed that in this 19-year cycle, there are 12 years with 12 lunar months that
are so-called regular years and 7 years with 13 lunar months, so-called leap years. While
conducting the lunar calendar analysis, the ethno-astronomical data of the Macedonian
people collected last 25 years of researches (Cenev 2004) was proved to be of great
importance. According to these data even nowadays it is evident that in one calendar
year there are only two seasons: winter and summer. In the past the people used to
believe that winter months were very bad and were shorter, opposite to the summer
months that were very good and had more days. Based on these data recorded in the
collective memory of the people, we can conclude that Kokino calendar in its regular
years had 6 winter months with 29 days of length and 6 summer months with 30 days
of length. In the leap years there were 13 lunar months as one extra summer month
with 30 days of length was added. In 19-year cycle, leap years had special pattern of
occurrence. According to the Kokino calendar and in compliance with the number of
full Moons in the years in that time period, in every 2, 5, 8, 10, 13, 16 and 18 years,
one lunar month with 30 days of length was added. In this manner in Table 2, we have
lunar calendar with 19-year cycle, today known as Kokino calendar.
This calendar is in an excellent agreement with the change of seasons, as well as
with the tropical year length. Using these methods the ancient astronomers from the
megalithic observatory Kokino developed the lunar calendar. The utilization of the
same meant provision of timely instructions related to the start and competition of
agricultural and stockbreeding activities and provision of required amounts of food on
one hand and on the other hand with the utilization of the calendar the religious life of
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Ôèã. 13. Hand mill

Ôèã. 14. Moon rise on December 5, 2006
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Ôèã. 15. Moon rise on January 3, 2007

the community was organized in a very qualitative way. Important information related
to the calendar, for example, that the day when they need to start the plough of the
fields had come, was announced with simply setting a fire on the top of the mountain
right behind the thrones. The dominant position of the mountain enabled this signal
to be noticed in a circle of at least 30 kilometers. In such way the ancient observatory
influenced the qualitative organization of the life of the people in one wider region in
the center of the Balkan peninsula.
Defining the type of the calendar that was developed in Kokino, the role of the
stone markers for marking the East horizon positions of sunrise was made also clearer.
Compatible with the well known experts in religious history (Elijade 2004) in the time
when the megalithic observatory was constructed, Sun was very important God that
managed life cycle first of all of the vegetation. Its movements were carefully followed
on the horizon, we can even say with huge doze of fear. In the case that the Sun in
the summer period continues to move toward North after the solstice day, the heat
would increase in such measure that will burn out the entire world, and if in winter
the Sun continues to move toward South after the day of the solstice, the cold would
frost the entire Earth according to the people believes. The rise of the Sun, seen though
the markers of the vernal and autumn equinox, actually meant change of the seasons,
change of the winter and summer in the Kokino calendar years.
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Òàáëèöà 2. Kokino calendar
Year in
the
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Calendar
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3
4
5
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7
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384
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12
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365
12
354
366
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365
12
354
365
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354
365
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384
366
12
354
365
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384
365
12
354
365
12
354
366
13
384
365
12
354
365
12
354
365
13
384
366
12
354
365
13
384
365
12
354
365
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+8
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